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ti, « As a pun of rice, or barley, or millet, yea like even
unto the tend of a millet-seed is this spirit in the inner Self,
golden, like a than, without smoke ; and greater is it than the
heavens, vaster than space, greater than this earth, surpassing
all beings.	r *
It is the soul of life, it is my own soul: departing hence,
into this soul shall 1 enter,"1	,
13. hi the Atfawavoda, 10, a, Brahman is conceived as the
vitalislic principle, the life-force, which fashions all the organs
and their rcHpectivc instincts.
" Who planted the seed within him, that he might ever
spin the thread of generation, v?ho assembled within him the
powers of mind, gave him voice and play of features ? "
Even the power of man originates in Brahman. From
these examples, whose number could be multiplied in-
definitely, it clearly follows that, by virtue of all its
attributes and symbols, the Brahman concept is in full
harmony with that idea of a dynamic or creative element,
which I have named ' libido'. The word Brahman means:
I, prayer; 2, incantation; 3, sacred speech; 4, sacred
knowledge (Veda)\ 5, holy Hfe; 6, the absolute; 7, the
sacred caste (the Brahmans), Deussen stresses the prayer-
significance as being especially characteristic2. Brahman
is derived from bark, farcire, 'swelling'8, i.e. 'prayer'
conceived of as " the upward-urging will of man striving
towards the holy, the divine ".
A certain psychological state is indicated in this
derivation, namely a specific concentration of libido which
through overflowing innervations produces a general state
of tension, and hence is associated with the feeling of
swelling, Thus in colloquial references to such a state,
images of overflowing, e.g. * one cannot restrain oneself,
'bursting', etc, are frequently used. ("What filleth the
heart, goeth out by the mouth "),
i $at0p, Brfthm,, 10, 6, 3.   (Deussen)
a Allg, G*$ck, d. Phil, i, i, pp. 240 ff.
* This is confirmed by the reference to Brahman-pvana. Matvip)(m
(" he who swelleth within the mother "). A tJtarvaveda, n, 4,15.
I*

